Learning of somatosensory representations for texture discrimination using a temporal coherence principle.
In order to perform appropriate actions, animals need to quickly and reliably classify their sensory input. How can representations suitable for classification be acquired from statistical properties of the animal's natural environment? Akin to behavioural studies in rats, we investigate this question using texture discrimination by the vibrissae system as a model. To account for the rat's active sensing behaviour, we record whisker movements in a hardware model. Based on these signals, we determine the response of primary neurons, modelled as spatio-temporal filters. Using their output, we train a second layer of neurons to optimise a temporal coherence objective function. The performance in classifying textures using a single cell strongly correlates with the cell's temporal coherence; hence output cells outperform primary cells. Using a simple, unsupervised classifier, the performance on the output cell population is same as if using a sophisticated supervised classifier on the primary cells. Our results demonstrate that the optimisation of temporal coherence yields a representation that facilitates subsequent classification by selectively conveying relevant information.